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ABSTRACT 
 
The objective of this MQP was to optimize the manufacturing process of the front plate 
while reducing costs, utilizing state of the art high speed machining, and the Taylor Tool Life 
Equation. The methods included utilizing axiomatic design, high speed machining, and program 
simulations. The results showed that new drilling tools and a new tool path reduced the 
machining time by about 50%. An economic analysis was performed to determine the cost 
savings due to the reduced machine time. In conclusion, the application of high speed machining 
methods and tool path simulation yielded a substantial annual savings for the company. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Primetals Technologies located in Worcester, Massachusetts specializes in manufacturing 
machinery used in the steel rolling and casting industries for steel rolling and casting operations. 
The manufacturing facility was built in 1888 and owned by Morgan Construction Company. The 
facility was acquired by Siemens in 2008. In January 2015, as a result of a partnership between 
Mitsubishi-Hitachi Metals Machinery and Siemens VAI Metals Technologies, Primetals was 
founded. One of the products that the company manufactures is the Morgan Vee No Twist 
Rolling Mill (Morgan, 2016) which encompasses a roll housing unit. This roll housing unit 
includes a box, front plate, and assembly. The component that this project will be focusing on is 
the front plate. Using process optimization techniques, the project is aimed to assist Primetals in 
improving the front plate manufacturing process. The team was presented with five different 
combinations of CNC machining processes that were used to manufacture the part. These five 
processes were developed over a long period of time as machine tools were added to the facility. 
It was postulated that a sixth process that incorporated some elements of the five existing ones 
could result in a substantial savings over any one of the five processes currently in use. Utilizing 
axiomatic design process improvement methods the team developed a new and efficient process 
of machining the front plate.  
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1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The overall goal of the project was to determine the most efficient process to manufacture 
a front plate for the roll housing. The team analyzed all aspects of the process including CNC 
programs, tools, sequence, drawings, routings, cycle times, setup times and inventory 
management. Using axiomatic design, the team determined the most efficient CNC equipment, 
setup procedures and tooling for manufacturing the front plate. The team created standard work 
instructions such as tool paths and routings and develop cost analysis to support the chosen 
process.  
1.2 PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
Using process optimization techniques, the project was aimed to assist Primetals in 
improving the front plate manufacturing process. The ultimate goal was to recommend the best 
standard process for manufacturing the front plate part to Primetals staff to be verified through 
actual production runs as efficient and effective and therefore implemented in all future front 
plate manufacturing. 
Objectives: 
1. Understand the process of manufacturing the front plate including programs, tools, 
sequence, drawings, routings, and inventory management 
2. Determine the best process for manufacturing the front plates and make necessary 
changes to the existing documents 
3.  Analyze production time and generate time and cost savings 
4. Standardize the new front plate machining process across all front plate parts 
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1.3 PROJECT DELIVERABLES 
The following items were delivered: 
1. Updated routing for machining 
2. CNC tool path 
3. Standardized machining models for various part configurations 
1.4 PROJECT SCOPE 
The team examined all Primetals front plate parts for detailed analysis of routing files, 
machining programs, fixturing needs, and tools. This project determined the best process for 
manufacturing the front plates and created standard work documentation. This project was 
completed in D term (April) 2016. 
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2.   BACKGROUND 
The following research was prepared by the team in order develop an adequate 
background to approach the project goal. 
2.1     HISTORY OF PRIMETALS TECHNOLOGIES 
           
 Primetals Technologies located in Worcester, Massachusetts specializes in manufacturing 
machinery for steel rolling and casting. The manufacturing facility was built in 1888 and 
originally owned by Morgan Construction Company. Morgan construction specialized in 
manufacturing equipment used in steel mills around the globe. Since its founding it had 
developed into a company with 1,100 employees around the world and to more than $180 
million in annual sales. Despite the company’s reputation for quality and innovation, the small 
family operated company was a part of a market dominated by much larger players. One of these 
big players, Siemens VAI, was looking to expand its manufacturing business by acquiring 
Morgan Construction in 2008.  
       VA Technologies based in Linz, Austria was purchased by Siemens in 2005 and became 
Siemens VAI. Siemens VAI specialized in engineering for the iron and steel industry. The 
company represented more than 40 countries and employed more than 9,000 people. Siemens 
VAI’s facility in Worcester housed wire, rod and section rolling mills as well as strand guide 
rollers. In January 2015, as a result of a partnership between Siemens VAI Metals Technologies 
and Mitsubishi-Hitachi Metals Machinery, Primetals was founded. This joint venture, based in 
London, UK, draws more than 170 years of expertise in the entire value chain of iron and steel 
production. Mitsubishi-Hitachi Metals Machinery currently holds 51% percent stake and 
Siemens VAI holds 49%. The new company name conveys the combined strengths of the two 
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partners. Prime stands for highest quality, their passion and technologies, and for their strength.  
The company name and logo reflects their commitment to deliver the most advanced 
technologies to produce the highest-quality metals. With this new joint venture, both partners are 
forming a globally provider of products and services for iron, steel and nonferrous industries. 
Primetals is a company in the metals industry with business segments in ironmaking, strip 
casting, hot rolling, steel making and long rolling, casting and endless strip production, cold 
rolling, processing tube and pipe mills, eco solutions, electrics and automation and metallurgical 
services.  
       One of the products that the company manufactures is the Morgan Vee No Twist Rolling 
Mill, which encompasses a roll housing unit. This roll housing unit includes a box, front plate, 
and assembly. The component that this project focused on was the front plate.  
2.2    THE MORGAN VEE NO-TWIST ROLLING MILL 
 A rolling mill unit is a type of machinery where hot steel passes through rolls to give the 
steel a certain shape, thickness, curvature, etc. Specifically, the Morgan Vee No-Twist Mill 
which is the mill Primetals machines, the industry recognized to be one of the best rolling mills 
in the market as they offer high load capacities exceeds 470kN, interchangeability between the 
different types of Morgan Mills, easy maintenance, low noise, and proven quality (Morgan, 
2016).  Figure 1 below shows a Morgan Vee No-Twist Mill housing.  
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Figure 1: Morgan Vee No-Twist Mill Housing 
 The Morgan Vee No-Twist Mill consists of three major components: a box, an assembly, 
and a front plate. The front plate component, shown below in Figure 2, of the rolling mill is used 
to hold in place the rolls through where the steel passes during operation. The rolls are secured in 
the two large holes located in the middle of the front plate. (Rychcik, B. 2015) 
 
Figure 2: Front Plate 
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2.3    AXIOMATIC DESIGN 
Axiomatic Design is a structured design process used to develop a product, service, or 
process from a customer needs perspective. Axiomatic design utilizes four different concepts to 
reach its design goal. These concepts are domains, hierarchies, zigzagging, and design axioms.  
 The domain concept tells the designer “what” the customer needs and “how” they will be 
achieved. Below is a figure of the four different types of domains: 
 
Figure 3: Axiomatic Design Domains 
 The axiomatic design process starts by creating a decomposition of the product, service, 
or process to be designed. Under the Customer Domain, Customer Attributes (CAs) will inform 
the designer “what” the customers wants him to develop. Then by creating the Function 
Requirements (FRs) in the Functional Domain, the designer will set “how” to achieve the CAs. 
Furthermore, the designer will choose the Design Parameters (DPs) in the Physical domain 
which indicates what physical instrument will be used to achieve each FR. Finally, the Process 
Variables (PVs) in the Process Domain will tell how to manufacture the DPs chosen.  
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 The axiomatic design process then continues by creating a dependency matrix between 
FRs and DPs, ranking as high or low-level, and zigzagging them to create hierarchies of the FRs, 
DPs, and PVs (Axiomatic Design Solutions, 2016).  
2.4    LEAN MANUFACTURING 
Lean Manufacturing focuses on continuously improving the manufacturing process by 
identifying and minimizing non-value added time. Lean defines non-value added time as the time 
added to the process but does not add value to the product in the eyes of the customer. This non-
value added time is related to the 7 wastes of production including: transportation, inventory, 
motion, waiting, over processing, over production, and defects (Lean Enterprise Institute, 2016). 
The goal of lean manufacturing is to eliminate or at least reduce these wastes. One of the ways 
Lean manufacturing identifies the wastes or areas that contribute to non-value added time is by 
creating a value stream map (Lean Enterprise Institute, 2016). The value stream map is a 
graphical representation of the process. It maps each stage of the process from the supplier to the 
customer. It also calculates lead times and takt times, which is the scheduled runtime divided by 
the customer demand, for each process. After analyzing the value stream map, wastes of the 
process can be identified and a future state that eliminates these wastes can be created. Kaizen 
events can be implemented to achieve this future state. Kaizen events are small incremental 
improvements over time (Lean Enterprise Institute, 2016). To determine what changes to make a 
root cause analysis is utilized, typically using an Ishikawa diagram. Overall, Lean Manufacturing 
is the mentality of creating the most optimal process by eliminating as much waste in production 
as possible. 
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2.5    TOOL LIFE AND TAYLOR’S TOOL LIFE EQUATION 
 
Undoubtedly, tools will wear out and eventually break with their use on the machine 
shop. There are various ways a tool can fail: by fracture, temperature, or gradual wear. Fracture 
occurs when the applied force is excessive for the tool material so it breaks by brittle fracture. 
Temperature failure occurs when the temperature in the contact point between the tool and the 
working piece exceeds the maximum temperature the tool can withhold and therefore deforms. 
Lastly, gradual wear happens from the regular use of the tool which degrades the cutting edges 
and becomes useless (Wang, 2000). 
           Manufacturing companies usually calculate the approximate life of tools they are 
currently using or that are planning to implement in the process. They do so using the Taylor’s 
tool life equation shown below 
Equation 1: Taylor Tool Life Equation 
𝑣𝑇𝑛 = 𝐶 
 
           Where v is cutting speed either in ft/min or m/min, T refers to tool life, and n or C 
are constants depending on the feed, tool material, and depth of cut (Wang, 2000). 
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3.    MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The team followed the below methodology in order to create the most efficient process 
for manufacturing the front plate.  
3.1    UNDERSTAND THE PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING THE FRONT PLATE 
 
In order to have created the most optimized process for manufacturing the front plate, the 
team first analyzed the current process by analyzing and understanding the routings for the front 
plate, observing and interviewing operators and creating an Axiomatic Design for the current 
process. 
3.2    DETERMINE THE BEST PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING THE FRONT PLATE 
 
After understanding the current process of manufacturing front plates, the team 
determined the best process for manufacturing the front plate. First, the team determined the best 
machines to produce the front plate by consulting with engineers, analyzing process data, and 
observing the machines. After choosing which machines were best, the team determined the 
most efficient set-up procedures and the best tooling for each process step. Lastly, the team 
created a new axiomatic design that reflected these changes.           
3.3    STANDARDIZE THE PROCESS 
 
 Once the new front plate machining process was created, the next step in the project was 
to standardize the process across all front plate parts. The new process was created based off the 
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routing for the highest priority part, 10351978 (Rychcik, 2016). Primetals manufactures six other 
front plate parts that although similar have differing features.  
 To standardize the remaining high priority parts the team followed the axiomatic design 
process to create new routings for each part. Each front plate routing was examined to identify 
similarities and differences between the new front plate machining process and the old process 
used. Identical steps remained when the new process was created while unnecessary features 
were removed and new features were added. Common questions that arose when creating the 
new routings included; during which operation should new features be machines, what tools are 
required to complete new features, and if any, what features are completed at the upper level.  
Once the team had created a new routing for a part the routing was shared with the 
Primetals team. Any questions regarding features were discussed and changes were made to the 
routing.  
3.4    TIME/COST ANALYSIS 
 
Once the new front plate machining process was completed a program was written to 
complete the machining on the HMC6 CNC machining center. The new program provided 
estimated cycle times for the new process. The team then analyzed the effectiveness of the new 
process by comparing the new process cycle times to the cycle times of using the current 
manufacturing method. Using this time analysis, the team also developed a cost analysis.  
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4.   RESULTS 
Below are the results of the team’s efforts to create a more efficient manufacturing 
process of the front plate. 
4.1    UNDERSTAND THE PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING THE FRONT PLATE  
4.1.1   Understand the routings 
  
 Five manufacturing processes are used to machine the front plates in Primetals 
Technologies. The front plate with the highest volume is the 230 type. The plate goes through 
four machines from its first operation until it leaves for final inspection. The machining order the 
Front Plate-230 follows is seen in table below: 
Table 1: Machine order for front plate 230 
1. Machine WW3P – Blanchard Grinder: Grinds both faces close to the final thickness 
2. Machine HH40: Mills the sides to almost the final width and length(4 sides) 
3. Machine HMC5 or HH6S- CNC: Drills and mills the majority of the through holes 
and blind holes in the front face, back face and sides. 
4. Machine WW3P: Grinds the faces to the finish dimensions. 
 
Additionally, in the HMC5 or HH6S machine the plate is first set up to drill and mill the front 
face and right side, then it is flipped over to machine the back face and left side. 
4.1.2 Observe the process and talk with machine operators 
 
In order to determine the best process for manufacturing the front plate, the team 
observed one of the processes of creating the front plate that the factory is currently using. In 
addition, the team looked at the drawing of the part and used the information in the drawing to 
determine an axiomatic decomposition of the front plate manufacturing process. Using the 
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knowledge gained from observations and the drawing of the part, the team was able to create the 
functional requirements of the part. In order to determine the design parameters and process 
variables for the front plate, the team met with engineers and programmers at Primetals. 
4.1.3 Create the Axiomatic Design for current process 
  
 As a result of observing the machining process and conversations with the manufacturing 
engineers and operators in the plant, the team developed a decomposition of the physical 
requirements for the high volume plate: Front Plate 230. This decomposition can be found in 
Appendix A. Moreover, a drawing of such front plate indicating each design FR is shown below 
in Figure 4 and Figure 5 for further understanding. 
 
Figure 4: Current Process Front Face Callout 
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Figure 5: Current Process Back Face FR Callout 
 
4.2   DETERMINE THE BEST PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING THE FRONT PLATE 
4.2.1   Determine the best machines 
 
After several meetings with Primetals engineers and machine programmers the team 
determined that using a single machine versus multiple machines for all front plate production 
proved to be the most efficient. This machine would contain all the programming capabilities 
necessary to produce the final front plate versus the old method of transferring the front plate to 
other machines incurring most of the setups.  Utilizing only one machine for production will 
require many tool changes. But it reduced the setup time that is consumed on different machines 
currently. Additionally, it decreased the overall production cycle time. Programming only one 
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machine to produce the entire front plate will create standard work instructions for all future 
productions of this part and eliminate all the varied processes Primetals used. 
 The HMC6 is a Starrag Heckert HEC 800 machining center. It possesses four different 
axis: X, Y, Z, and B. This last axis is the rotary table where the workpiece is placed. The HEC 
800 assures high quality, efficiency and reliability for any kind of metal work. The machine also 
provides high flexibility as the operator can choose between different types of milling heads and 
spindles. Furthermore, the machining center is energy efficient and it reduces dwell times due to 
dynamic adjustment axes. Lastly, the HEC 800 is very accurate as it is capable of maximum 
error of 0.006 mm in the X, Y, and Z axis reducing the possibility of out of tolerance which 
produce machining errors and scrap parts (Rychcik, 2016). 
4.2.2    Determine most efficient set-up procedures 
 
After determining that one machine, the HMC 6 will be used to manufacture the front 
plates the team needed to determine new setups to efficiently complete requirements on front and 
back face of plate. This included determining the number of operations and setups, how to secure 
the plate, and the order of operations for the physical requirements. To do this the team 
conducted weekly meetings with members of Primetals including engineers, programmers and 
designers. 
The first discussions was to determine the most efficient setup procedures. Working with 
the Primetals team and using their previous knowledge of how the part was manufactured new 
setup procedures were selected. Once set up procedures were determined a routing was 
developed by the design engineer. The team had detailed discussions once the new routing was 
made to understand the step by step procedure for manufacturing the part. 
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4.2.3    Determine most efficient tooling 
  
  From weekly meetings with Primetals’ engineers, the team developed a list of the current 
tooling being used for each operation. To better improve the process the team looked into 
improvements that could be made to the tool kit loaded into the CNC machine. The team did this 
by speaking with the Primetals team, project advisors and other specialists. This included a 
meeting with contacts from the Connecticut Center for Advanced Technology (CCAT, 2016). 
During meetings the current tool load was reviewed and discussions about potential 
improvements for the process and tooling took place (Sielis, 2016). The following list shows the 
main takeaways from meetings: 
● Create a summary of operations broken down by each setup 
● When determining if special (combined) tools should be used, consider volume, tool 
support (regrinding), specifications 
● Invest in tooling for “problem areas” such as rough milling and NPTs 
● Using carbide vs. cobalt tools 
● Use expandable pins to secure the front plate instead of straps.  
4.2.4    Create the Axiomatic Design for Improved Process 
 
The team’s next steps were to create a new axiomatic design to serve as the template for 
standard manufacturing of the front plate. The routing was broken down into FRs, DPs and PVs. 
The feature requirements included operation setups, features and physical plate requirements. 
The design parameters were the steps to create the features including milling, drilling, boring and 
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tapping. The process variables were documented as tooling used to complete the design 
parameters. 
 
Team suggestions to be implemented in new process seen below: 
1. Dedicate most efficient machine possible to Front Plate manufacturing - HMC6 
2. Eliminate unnecessary operations - Front and Back Face Grinding WW3P, Perimeter 
Milling HH40 
3. Minimize operations and set ups required - 2 operations, 3 set ups 
4. Utilize more efficient tooling - Combined drill and counter bore tool for the D Hole (11 
holes per part). 
The new decomposition for the front plate machining process for part 10351978 can be seen in 
Appendix B. 
 
4.3    STANDARDIZE PROCESS 
  
 To standardize the new front plate machining process across all front plate parts the team 
created new decompositions for 6 front plate parts. Similar to the first decompositions, new 
routings, work instructions and tool paths was created using each front plate part decomposition. 
The full decompositions can be seen in Appendix C. 
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4.4     ANALYZE THE NEW PROCESS 
4.4.1    Create updated program 
 
Once the axiomatic design was completed for the new front plate manufacturing process 
the decomposition was used as a basis for the new machining program. The decomposition was 
sent to an external programmer in order to prepare the programming for the HMC6. The new 
program which can been seen in Appendix D includes detailed machining instructions, diagrams 
and cycle times. The estimated cycle times were used to determine an approximate time savings 
of using the new process as well as an economic cost savings analysis. 
4.4.2   Improvements in Tool Life 
 
Following, are tool life results using the Taylor’s tool life equation for the counter bore 
K-tool currently in use in the process and for the combined drill and counter bore tool that will 
potentially be implemented in the new process to manufacture the D Hole. The complete 
calculations can be found in Appendix G. Due to the difficulty of finding exact n and C values 
for the 33mm C-Bore K Tool as the team could not find information from the manufacturer, we 
picked typical values for cemented carbide tools with steel work (Wisk, 2010).  
 33mm Counter 
bole K-Tool 
(current process) 
33mm Counter bole Tool in 
Combined Tool 
 (new process) 
SFM 335 (ft/min) 216 (ft/min) 
n 0.25 0.25 
C 1500 1500 
T (Tool Life) 402 min 2326 min 
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The team cannot assure that the n and C values are totally accurate for reasons mentioned 
above but the tool life calculated seemed reasonable. Nevertheless, we can conclude there will be 
an increment in the counter bore tool life of almost 5.8 times when it starts to run as part of the 
combined tool with the drill speed currently used in the process (216 ft/min). 
 
4.4.3    Time/Cost Analysis 
  
 In order to determine the significant improvements of using the new system, the team 
generated a time study analysis. The team calculated the time spent on the current process based 
on data provided by Primetals and compared it to the time predicted to be spent based on the new 
program developed for the new process. The results were a time savings of 5.37 hours per part.  
 Using the time savings, the team was also able to determine a cost savings by using 
information provided by Primetals about the amount of money spent per hour to operate a 
machine and pay the operator (Rychcik, 2016). The results were a cost savings of approximately 
$558 per part. The team calculated the present worth of the improved process using the fact that 
Primetals produces on average 7 front plate parts per month. Based on a 10% interest rate and 2 
year period, the future worth of the process would be approximately $62,550. Therefore, 
subtracting the initial investment of creating the program and purchasing the new tools for the 
process, the new process will save the company $57,050 in the next two years.  
After discussing the program with the engineers at Primetals, it is believed that the 
program could be further improved to more accurately represent the improved process. This 
would allow for a potential 8 hour reduction in machining time for one front plate (Rychcik, 
2016). This would not be able to be proven until the process is implemented. However, the team 
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performed an additional cost analysis using the time savings of 13.37 hours. This would result in 
about $150,000 cost savings in the next two years. 
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5.     DISCUSSION 
Throughout the course of completing the MQP the team was able to gain real world 
experience in a manufacturing environment. Utilizing axiomatic design provided the team with 
an efficient method of implementing process improvement. Challenges the team faced stemmed 
from the project relying heavily on technical knowledge the team needed to learn. Lastly time 
constraints had a large impact on what goals the team was able to complete due to CNC 
programs and total production runs 
1. Learning and utilizing axiomatic design as a process improvement strategy was a 
major benefit of completing this MQP. Applying the axiomatic design method to the 
front plate manufacturing process provided us with the opportunity to understand its 
functional requirements, design parameters, and process variables and how they interact. 
This process was so much more efficient that Primetals used the axiomatic design 
decomposition as a baseline for the machining program. The axiomatic design method 
not only benefitted the team members but it may have a lasting impact on Primetals and 
how they address process improvement in the future.  
2. The technical aspect of this MQP was the most difficult part of completing the 
project. A significant amount of time was dedicated to fully understanding the front plate 
manufacturing processes and areas of improvement. Once the process was learned, 
research was completed to identify ways to improve the process and then creating the 
new process. The process involved advanced knowledge of the front plate part, 
machining techniques and tooling methods. To create the new process the team relied 
heavily on the technical knowledge of the Primetals team which consisted of a senior 
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manufacturing engineer, a manufacturing technician. We also relied on the help of the 
technical knowledge of members of CCAT, the Connecticut Center for Advanced 
Technology. The team also struggled when beginning to standardize the new process 
across all front plate parts. Each front plate is unique so although the team had in depth 
knowledge for part 10351978, completing the remaining decompositions was time 
consuming and often required the help of a more knowledgeable source.  
3. The original goal of the project was to create a process that would be 
implemented during the course of the project, analyzed, improved and then standardized. 
Due to delays in the programing of the new process the team did not receive theoretical 
cycle times until the last week of March. Not only did this delay the completion of the 
project but resulted in an inability to test the new process on a front plate part which 
resulted in the time and cost analysis being based off theoretical cycle times rather than 
actual cycle times. The team proposes that Primetals continues with the original course of 
action of analyzing, improving and standardizing the process. 
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6     CONCLUSION 
 This work demonstrated that there was a more efficient process available to manufacture 
the front plates at Primetals. Furthermore, this process can be standardized for all front plates at 
the company.  
There were five key findings: 
1. An axiomatic design hierarchical decomposition of the new process was developed based 
on manufacturing principles. The decomposition assisted in programming the new tool 
path. 
2. Changes to the manufacturing routing and CNC tool kit resulted in significant time 
savings. 
3. The sub optimized front plate manufacturing process wasted a significant amount of 
machine set up, run time and transfer time.   
4. An engineering economic analysis showed the significant financial return of over 
$75,000 per year on investment when compared with the upfront cost of modifying the 
manufacturing process. 
5. The newly developed machining process was able to be deployed across all of the parts in 
this family and potentially across other parts as well.  
 
 It is evident that this project produced measurable results regarding improved machining 
time as well as cost and time efficiency.  
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8     APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A: AXIOMATIC DESIGN FOR CURRENT MACHINING PROCESS 
 
Figure 4: Current machining process decomposition 
 
Figure 5: Current Machining Process Design Matrix 
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APPENDIX B: NEW PROCESS AXIOMATIC DESIGN 
Table 2: New Process Decomposition 
 
 
Set Up Description Steps Tooling 
1.1 BACK FACE REMOVE STOCK CONTOUR - FACE MILL PERIMETER - FEATURE 
DEPTH = 0.16437 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = .059
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL
1.2 BACK FACE REMOVE STOCK FACE MILLING - FACE MILL INTERIOR - FEATURE 
DEPTH = 0.16437 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0.059
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL
1.3 BACK FACE REMOVE STOCK POCKET - ROUGH POCKET - DEPTH = 0.590551 - 
THROUGH = FALSE - ALLOWANCE 
FLOORS/WALLS = 0.059/0.059
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL
1.4 EDGE - 4 REMOVE STOCK CONTOUR - CONST SURFACE - EDGE 4 - 
FEATURE DEPTH = 3 - FINISH ALLOWANCE 
WALLS = 0.05
T323 1.00 FINISH SHREAD MILL
Features 
OPERATION 
005 SET UP 1 
(STRAPPING 
THROUGH 
BORES)
Set Up Description Steps Tooling 
2.1 FRONT 
FACE
REMOVE STOCK FACE MILLING - FACE - FEATURE DEPTH = 
0.215354 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0.039 SFM=305 
PT/PR=.01 MRR=3.3174 DOC=.05 
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL
DRILL1 - D HOLES - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.05 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=335 PT/PR=.004 MRR=32.16 
T241 SPOT DRILL .750 X 90DEG CBD
DRILL1 - D HOLES - DRILL 22MM - DEPTH = 2.502 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
TRUE @ SFM=216 PT/PR=.011 MRR=57.024 
T306 22.0MM ALLIED DRILL
DRILL2 - D HOLES - 33MM C-BORE - DEPTH = 
1.0236 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH 
HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=335 PT/PR=.01 MRR=80.4 
T383 33MM C-BORE K-TOOL
DRILL1 - V HOLES - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.05 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=335 PT/PR=.004 MRR=32.16
T241 SPOT DRILL .750 X 90DEG CBD
DRILL1 - V HOLES - DRILL - DEPTH = 2.502 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
TRUE @ SFM=245 PT/PR=.011 MRR=64.68
T177 17.5MM ALLIED DRILL
DRILL3 - V HOLES - TAP M20 X 2.5 - DEPTH = 
2.502 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE 
= TRUE @ SFM=79 PT/PR=.098 MRR=185.808
T13 M20 X 2,5 METRIC STANDARD TAP
DRILL2 - V HOLES - C-BORE 33X27 - DEPTH = 
1.063 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE 
= FALSE @ SFM=335 PT/PR=.01 MRR=80.4
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL
DRILL1 - E HOLES - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.05 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=335 PT/PR=.004 MRR=32.16
T241 SPOT DRILL .750 X 90DEG CBD
DRILL1 - E HOLES - DRILL - DEPTH = 2.502 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
TRUE @ SFM=65 PT/PR=.0041 MRR=6.4234
T384 .750 DRILL ALLIED DRILL
COUNTERBORE HOLE - EM0.750(CAR)(1)SFM=413 
PT/PR=.0011 MRR=0. 
T139 .750 SOLID CARBIDE END MILL
2.5 CUTOUT - O 20MM RADIUS POCKET - 20MM CUTOUT - DEPTH = 
0.590551181102366 - THROUGH = FALSE - 
ALLOWANCE FLOORS/WALLS = 0/0 SFM=397 
PT/PR=.0011 MRR=1.0277 DOC=.3
T139 .750 SOLID CARBIDE END MILL
CONTOUR - PREFINISH 117X210 POCKET - 
FEATURE DEPTH = 0.125984 - FINISH 
ALLOWANCE WALLS = 0 SFM=293 PT/PR=.0021 
MRR=1.4011 DOC=.3
T139 .750 SOLID CARBIDE END MILL
POCKET - 117X210 POCKET - DEPTH = 
0.677165354330713 - THROUGH = FALSE - 
ALLOWANCE FLOORS/WALLS = 0/0 SFM=375 
PT/PR=.0011 MRR=.9554 DOC=.3
T139 .750 SOLID CARBIDE END MILL
FACE MILLING - ROUGH LEFT SIDE - FEATURE 
DEPTH = 0.125984 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0.015 
SFM=305 PT/PR=.01 MRR=3.3174 DOC=.05
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL
FACE MILLING - FINISH LEFT SIDE - FEATURE 
DEPTH = 0.125984 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0 
SFM=305 PT/PR=.005 MRR=4.1794 DOC=.126
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL
OPERATION 
005 SET UP 2 
(REVERSE 
PART 
LOCATING ON 
THE 
CONSTRUCTIO
N SURFACES 
AND 
STRAPPING 
THRU BORE)
2.2
2.3
∅ 22 MM & COUNTERBORE ∅ 
33 MM X 27 MM DEEP
114, 0 MM X 21, 0 MM
REMOVE STOCK
M 20 MM X 2.5 MM DEEP - 6H 
& COUNTERBORE ∅ 33 MM X 
27 MM DEEP
∅ 19.05/19.15 MM & 
COUNTERBORE ∅ 28 MM X 29 
MM DEEP
V HOLE
E HOLE
POCKET - J
D HOLE
Features 
2.4
2.7
2.6
LEFT SIDE
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Set Up Description Steps Tooling 
FACE MILLING - ROUGH RIGHT SIDE - FEATURE 
DEPTH = 0.125984 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0.015 
SFM=305 PT/PR=.01 MRR=3.3174 DOC=.05
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL
FACE MILLING - FINISH RIGHT SIDE - FEATURE 
DEPTH = 0.125984 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0 
SFM=305 PT/PR=.005 MRR=4.1794 DOC=.126
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL
DRILL1 - Q HOLE - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.05 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=335 PT/PR=.004 MRR=32.16
T241 SPOT DRILL .750 X 90DEG CBD
DRILL1 - Q HOLE - 23.5MM X 115 - DEPTH = 4.528 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=200 PT/PR=.011 MRR=52.8
T317 23.5MM ALLIED DRILL
DRILL1 - Q HOLE - 18MM X 225 - DEPTH = 8.858267 
- CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=200 PT/PR=.011 MRR=52.8
T246 18MM ALLIED DRILL LONG
THREAD MILL - 3/4 NPT SFM=240 PT/PR=.0025 
MRR=.0874 DOC=.126
T237 14 TPI THREADMILL
2.10. FRONT FACEREMOVING STOCK FACE MILLING - FACE ISLAND - FEATURE DEPTH 
= 0.05 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0.007874 SFM=305 
PT/PR=.01 MRR=6.6348 DOC=.1
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL
POCKET - 40 DEG SLOT - ROUGH - DEPTH = 4.5 - 
THROUGH = FALSE - ALLOWANCE 
FLOORS/WALLS = 0/0 SFM=35 PT/PR=.002 
MRR=.0536 DOC=.1 
T321 1.00 ROUGHMILL LONG
POCKET - 40 DEG SLOT - FINISH - DEPTH = 4.5 - 
THROUGH = FALSE - ALLOWANCE 
FLOORS/WALLS = 0/0 SFM=35 PT/PR=.001 
MRR=.0268 DOC=.1
T566 1.00 FINISHMILL LONG
CONTOUR - 30 DEG LEAD - FEATURE DEPTH = 
0.399423 - FINISH ALLOWANCE WALLS = 0 
SFM=275 PT/PR=.001 MRR=.0844 DOC=.1
T390 .960 X .390 TSLOT CUTTER
CONTOUR - A BORE - FEATURE DEPTH = 3 - 
FINISH ALLOWANCE WALLS = 0 SFM=240 
PT/PR=.0025 MRR=.5648 DOC=.1
T238 3.0 ISCAR FEED MILL
CONTOUR - A BORE - FEATURE DEPTH = 3 - 
FINISH ALLOWANCE WALLS = 0 SFM=240 
PT/PR=.0025 MRR=.5648 DOC=.1
T238 3.0 ISCAR FEED MILL
CONTOUR - CUTOUT LEFT SIDE - FEATURE 
DEPTH = 2.25 - FINISH ALLOWANCE WALLS = 0 
SFM=576 PT/PR=.0018 MRR=4. DOC=.5 
T385 K-TOOL 2.00 INDEXABLE ENDMILL
CONTOUR - CUTOUT RIGHT SIDE - FEATURE 
DEPTH = 2.8 - FINISH ALLOWANCE WALLS = 0 
SFM=576 PT/PR=.0018 MRR=4. DOC=.5
T385 K-TOOL 2.00 INDEXABLE ENDMILL
DRILL1 - SPOT DRILL SLOT 70X20R PREDRILL - 
DEPTH = 0.05 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - 
THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=335 
PT/PR=.004 MRR=16.08
T241 SPOT DRILL .750 X 90DEG CBD
DRILL1 - SLOT 70X20R PREDRILL - DEPTH = 
2.851969 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH 
HOLE = TRUE @ SFM=335 PT/PR=.01 MRR=40.2
T387 1.00 ALLIED DRILL
POCKET - SLOT 70X20R UPPER - DEPTH = 
2.85196850393701 - THROUGH = TRUE - 
ALLOWANCE FLOORS/WALLS = 0/0 SFM=482 
PT/PR=.0012 MRR=1.7674 DOC=.4 T135 1.00 SOLID CARBIDE FINISH EM 4-FL
POCKET - SLOT 70X20R LOWER - DEPTH = 
2.85196850393701 - THROUGH = TRUE - 
ALLOWANCE FLOORS/WALLS = 0/0 SFM=482 
PT/PR=.0012 MRR=1.7674 DOC=.4 T135 1.00 SOLID CARBIDE FINISH EM 4-FL
DRILL1 - B HOLES - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.05 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=335 PT/PR=.004 MRR=8.04 T241 SPOT DRILL .750 X 90DEG CBD
DRILL1 - B HOLES - DRILL 22MM THRU - DEPTH = 
2.667 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE 
= TRUE @ SFM=216 PT/PR=.011 MRR=14.256
T306 22.0MM ALLIED DRILL
DRILL2 - B HOLES - C-BORE 33MM - DEPTH = 
1.142 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE 
T383 33MM C-BORE K-TOOL
Features 
OPERATION 
005 SET UP 2 
(REVERSE 
PART 
LOCATING ON 
THE 
CONSTRUCTIO
N SURFACES 
AND 
STRAPPING 
THRU BORE)
2.14
2.13 SLOT - L
B HOLE
70, 0 LONG 20 RADIUS
∅ 22 MM & COUNTERBORE ∅ 
33 MM X 29 MM DEEP
∅ 18 MM X 225 MM DEEP & ∅ 
23.5 MM X 115 MM DEEP & 
3/4" NPT
REMOVE STOCK
40 DEGREE SLOT
∅ 215.0 MM2.12 A HOLE
RIGHT SIDE
2.9
2.8
Q HOLE
2.11 SLOT - M
31 
 
  
Set Up Description Steps Tooling 
CONTOUR - FINISH POCKET WALL - FEATURE 
DEPTH = 0.590551 - FINISH ALLOWANCE WALLS 
= 0 SFM=240 PT/PR=.0025 MRR=1.3053 DOC=.1
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL
POCKET - FINISH POCKET FLOOR - DEPTH = 
0.590551 - THROUGH = FALSE - ALLOWANCE 
FLOORS/WALLS = 0/0 SFM=305 PT/PR=.005 
MRR=19.5909 DOC=.5906
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL
DRILL1 - H HOLES - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.05 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=335 PT/PR=.006 MRR=48.0242
T241 SPOT DRILL .750 X 90DEG CBD
DRILL1 - H HOLES - DRILL - DEPTH = 0.787 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=200 PT/PR=.011 MRR=52.8
T165 23.5MM ALLIED DRILL
DRILL1 - R HOLES - SPOTDRILL - DEPTH = 0.05 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=335 PT/PR=.004 MRR=32.16
T241 SPOT DRILL .750 X 90DEG CBD
DRILL1 - R HOLES - DRILL - DEPTH = 0.7874 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=200 PT/PR=.011 MRR=52.8
T308 18MM ALLIED DRILL
DRILL1 - N HOLE - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.1 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=335 PT/PR=.007 MRR=56.0364
T241 SPOT DRILL .750 X 90DEG CBD
DRILL1 - N HOLE - DRILL 44MM - DEPTH = 13.6 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
TRUE @ SFM=77 PT/PR=.0059 MRR=10.8706 T388 44.0MM ALLIED DRILL, LONG
THREAD MILL - 1-1/2 NPT SFM=240 PT/PR=.0025 
MRR=1.8449 DOC=.5906 T127 11.5 TPI NPT THREADMILL
DRILL1 - N HOLE - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.1 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=335 PT/PR=.007 MRR=56.0364 T241 SPOT DRILL .750 X 90DEG CBD
DRILL1 - N HOLE - DRILL 44MM - DEPTH = 13.5 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=77 PT/PR=.0059 MRR=10.8706 T388 44.0MM ALLIED DRILL, LONG
THREAD MILL - 1-1/2 NPT SFM=240 PT/PR=.0025 
MRR=1.8449 DOC=.5906 T127 11.5 TPI NPT THREADMILL
DRILL1 - T HOLES - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.1 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=335 PT/PR=.007 MRR=56.0364 T241 SPOT DRILL .750 X 90DEG CBD
DRILL1 - T HOLES - TAP DRILL 21MM - DEPTH = 
1.772 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE 
= FALSE @ SFM=212 PT/PR=.011 MRR=55.968
T164 21MM ALLIED DRILL
DRILL3 - T HOLES - TAP M24 X 3.0 - DEPTH = 
1.37795 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH 
HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=79 PT/PR=.1181 
MRR=223.9366 T145 M24 X 3.0 TAP
DRILL1 - T HOLES - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.1 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=335 PT/PR=.007 MRR=56.0364 T241 SPOT DRILL .750 X 90DEG CBD
DRILL1 - T HOLES - TAP DRILL 21MM - DEPTH = 
1.772 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE 
= FALSE @ SFM=212 PT/PR=.011 MRR=55.968
T164 21MM ALLIED DRILL
DRILL3 - T HOLES - TAP M24 X 3.0 - DEPTH = 
1.37795 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH 
HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=79 PT/PR=.1181 
MRR=223.9366 T145 M24 X 3.0 TAP
3.6 U HOLE ∅ 44 MM X 30 MM DEEP U HOLES - FLAT BOTTOM DRILL - DEPTH = 1.181 - 
CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = 
FALSE @ SFM=240 PT/PR=.01 MRR=57.6
T389 1.75 INDEXABLE CENTER CUT ENDMILL
FACE MILLING - ROUGH RIGHT EDGE - FEATURE 
DEPTH = 0.125 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0.015 
SFM=305 PT/PR=.01 MRR=6.6348 DOC=.1
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL
FACE MILLING - FINISH RIGHT EDGE - FEATURE 
DEPTH = 0.125 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0.015 
SFM=305 PT/PR=.005 MRR=4.1468 DOC=.125
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL
FACE MILLING - ROUGH LEFT EDGE - FEATURE 
DEPTH = 0.05 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0.015 
SFM=305 PT/PR=.01 MRR=6.6348 DOC=.1
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL
FACE MILLING - FINISH LEFT EDGE - FEATURE 
DEPTH = 0.05 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0 SFM=305 
PT/PR=.005 MRR=1.6587 DOC=.05
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL
OPERATION 
0010
SET UP 3
(REVERSE 
PART AND 
SETUP ON 
FINISH 
BLOCKS WITH 
HOLE “N” 
DOWN)      
(ALLOW FOR 
.030” STOCK 
ON OPPOSITE 
SIDE FACE)
3.1
3.5
Features 
3.2 H HOLE
3.3 R HOLE
POCKET - K
T HOLE M 24 MM X 3.0 MM  - 6H X 35 
MM DEEP
N HOLE3.4
∅ 18 MM X 20 MM DEEP
∅ 44 MM & 1 - 1/2" NPT BOTH 
ENDS
REMOVE STOCKRIGHT SIDE3.7
REMOVE STOCKLEFT SIDE3.8
15, 0 DEEP
∅ 23.5 MM X 20 MM DEEP
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Figure 6: Part of New Process Design Matrix 
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APPENDIX C: FRONT PLATE STANDARDIZATION 
 
Part Number: 10075534 
 
 
 
 
Set Up Features Description
BACK FACE REMOVE STOCK
EDGE - 4 REMOVE STOCK
Set Up Features Description
FRONT FACE REMOVE STOCK
FRONT FACE REMOVE STOCK
EDGE - 1,3 REMOVE STOCK
A HOLE ∅ 163,1/163,12
SLOT - L 70, 0 LONG 20 RADIUS
CUTOUT - O 20MM RADIUS
D HOLE ∅ 22 MM & COUNTERBORE ∅ 33 MM X 26 MM DEEP
B HOLE ∅ 32,000/32,010 
E HOLE ∅ 26 REAM PRESS FIT & COUNTERBORE ∅ 28 MM X 29 MM DEEP
V HOLE M 20 MM X 2.5 MM DEEP - 6H & COUNTERBORE ∅ 33 MM X 26 MM DEEP
Q HOLE ∅ 26 REAM PRESS FIT & COUNTERBORE ∅ 28 MM X 29 MM DEEP
F HOLE ∅ 11 & 1/4" NPT
Set Up Features Description
POCKET - K
H HOLE ∅ 23.5 MM X 20 MM DEEP
R HOLE ∅ 18 MM X 20 MM DEEP
N HOLE ∅ 44 MM & 1 - 1/2" NPT BOTH ENDS
V HOLE M 20  & COUNTERBORE ∅ 33 MM X 26 MM DEEP
T HOLE M 24 MM X 35MM
U HOLE ∅ 44 MM X 30 MM DEEP
EDGE - 2 REMOVE STOCK
W HOLE
P HOLE
ZA HOLE 
ZB HOLE
OPERATION 0010
SET UP 3
(REVERSE PART 
AND SETUP ON 
FINISH BLOCKS 
WITH HOLE “N” 
DOWN)      
(ALLOW FOR 
.030” STOCK ON 
OPPOSITE SIDE 
FACE)
OPERATION 005 
SET UP 1 
(STRAPPING 
THROUGH 
BORES)
OPERATION 005 
SET UP 2 
(REVERSE PART 
LOCATING ON 
THE 
CONSTRUCTION 
SURFACES AND 
STRAPPING THRU 
BORE)
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Part Number: 10075536 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Set Up Features Description
FACE - BF REMOVE STOCK
EDGE - 4 REMOVE STOCK
Set Up Features Description
FRONT FACE REMOVE STOCK
D HOLE ∅ 22 MM & COUNTERBORE ∅ 33 MM X 26 MM DEEP
Y HOLE "V HOLE" M20 & C'BORE ∅33 X 26
F HOLE ∅ 11 & 1/4" NPT
AB HOLE M20 X 32 DO NOT BREAK 
E HOLE ∅26 REAM PRESS FIT & C'BORE ∅28 X 28
L HOLE M8 X 20
M HOLE ∅12 X 14 REAM PRESS FIT
LEFT SIDE REMOVE STOCK
RIGHT SIDE REMOVE STOCK
Q HOLE ∅ 18 MM X 225 MM DEEP & ∅ 23.5 MM X 115 MM DEEP & 3/4" NPT
FRONT FACE REMOVING STOCK
SLOT - M 40 DEGREE SLOT
A HOLE ∅ 215.0 MM
SLOT - L 70, 0 LONG 20 RADIUS
B HOLE ∅ 22 MM & COUNTERBORE ∅ 33 MM X 29 MM DEEP
J HOLE M 20 X 30 DO NOT BREAK THRU
AC HOLE M6 X 15
P HOLE ∅ 18 X 225 & 1/2" NPT
W HOLE ∅ 23.5 X 35 DP
S HOLE M8 X 15
Q HOLE ∅ 18 MM X 225 MM DEEP & ∅ 23.5 MM X 115 MM DEEP & 3/4" NPT
Set Up Features Description
U HOLE ∅ 44 MM X 30 MM DEEP
T HOLE M 24 MM  X 35 MM DEEP
N HOLE ∅ 44 MM & 1 - 1/2" NPT BOTH ENDS
R HOLE ∅ 18 MM X 20 MM DEEP
H HOLE ∅ 23.5 MM X 20 MM DEEP
POCKET - K 15, 0 DEEP
Z HOLE M12 X 20
V HOLE ∅ 12 & ∅ 33 C'BORE X 17 & ∅ 23.5 X 25
AA HOLE ∅ 22 & C'BORE ∅ 33
OPERATION 
005 SET UP 
OPERATION 
0010
SET UP 3
(REVERSE 
PART AND 
SETUP ON 
FINISH 
BLOCKS 
OPERATION 
005 SET UP 
2 
(REVERSE 
PART 
LOCATING 
ON THE 
CONSTRUC
TION 
SURFACES 
AND 
STRAPPING 
THRU 
BORE)
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Part Number: 10297581 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Set Up Features Description
FACE - BF REMOVE STOCK
EDGE - 4 REMOVE STOCK
Set Up Features Description
RIGHT SIDE REMOVE STOCK
LEFT SIDE REMOVE STOCK
E HOLE ∅ 30 & C'BORE ∅ 24.0
H HOLE M12 X 1.75-6H X 20.0 DP
G HOLE ∅ 38.1 X 30.0
B HOLE M16 X 2-6H X 25.0 DP FOR LIFTING
M HOLE ∅ 15 X 30.0 DP & 3/8" NPT
L HOLE M8 X 1.25-6H X 12.0 DP BOTTOM TAP
J HOLE ∅ 16 X 280 &1/2" NPT
F HOLE ∅ 38.1 & 1- 1/4" NPT BOTH ENDS
I HOLE CHANGED FROM D
Set Up Features Description
K HOLE ∅ 30
RIGHT SIDE REMOVE STOCK
LEFT SIDE REMOVE STOCK
OPERATION 
005 SET UP 1 
OPERATION 
005 SET UP 2 
OPERATION 
0010 SET UP 3 
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Part Number: 10308113 
 
 
 
Set Up Features Description
BACK FACE REMOVE STOCK
EDGE - 4 REMOVE STOCK
Set Up Features Description
FRONT FACE REMOVE STOCK
D HOLE ∅ 22 MM & COUNTERBORE ∅ 33 MM X 26 MM DEEP
V HOLE
M 20 MM X 2.5 MM DEEP - 6H & COUNTERBORE ∅ 33 MM 
X 26 MM DEEP
E HOLE ∅ 29.5 X 80 ∅ 19.05/19.15 & 1" NPT
LEFT SIDE REMOVE STOCK
RIGHT SIDE REMOVE STOCK
Q HOLE
∅ 18 MM X 230 MM DEEP & ∅ 23.5 MM X 115 MM DEEP & 
3/4" NPT
SLOT - M 30 DEGREE SLOT
A HOLE ∅ 244.09/244.14
C HOLE ∅ 32.000/32.010
G HOLE ∅ 29.5 X 30 & 1" NPT
J HOLE M 20 X 2.5 X 30 DO NOT BREAK THRU
K HOLE ∅ 14.5 X 30 & 3/8" NPT
L HOLE ∅ M8 X 1.25 X 13.0 DP
M HOLE ∅ 12 X 20 REAM PRESS FIT
S HOLE M 12 X 1.75 X 20
Z HOLE M 12 X 1.75 X 25.0 DEEP
Set Up Features Description
POCKET 350,0 MM WIDE
POCKET 105 SQUARE
POCKET 39,00 X 20,00 DEEP POCKET
H HOLE ∅ 23.5 MM X 25 MM DEEP
R HOLE ∅ 18 MM X 60 MM DEEP
N HOLE ∅ 44 MM & 1 - 1/2" NPT BOTH ENDS
S HOLE M 12 X 1.75 X 20
T HOLE M 24 MM X 3.0 MM X 35 MM DEEP
U HOLE ∅ 44 MM X 30 MM DEEP
RIGHT SIDE REMOVE STOCK
LEFT SIDE REMOVE STOCK
B HOLE ∅ 20 MM
OPERATION 
005 SET UP 1 
OPERATION 
005 SET UP 2 
OPERATION 
0010 SET UP 3 
(REVERSE 
PART AND 
SETUP ON 
FINISH 
BLOCKS WITH 
HOLE “N” 
DOWN) 
(ALLOW FOR 
.030” STOCK 
ON OPPOSITE 
SIDE FACE)
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Part Number: 10311837 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Set Up Features Description
BACK FACE REMOVE STOCK
EDGE - 4 REMOVE STOCK
Set Up Features Description
FRONT FACEREMOVE STOCK
D HOLE ∅ 22 MM & COUNTERBORE ∅ 33 MM X 27 MM DEEP
V HOLE
M 20 MM X 2.5 MM DEEP - 6H & COUNTERBORE ∅ 33 MM 
X 27 MM DEEP
E HOLE ∅ 25.983/26.004 & 1" NPT
LEFT SIDE REMOVE STOCK
RIGHT SIDE REMOVE STOCK
Q HOLE
∅ 18 MM X 230 MM DEEP & ∅ 23.5 MM X 115 MM DEEP & 
3/4" NPT
SLOT - M 40 DEGREE SLOT
A HOLE ∅ 244.09/244.14
B HOLE ∅ 22 MM & COUNTERBORE ∅ 33 MM X 29 MM DEEP
C HOLE ∅ 32.000/32.010
F HOLE M6 X 1.0-6H X 15 DP
G HOLE ∅ 29.5 X 30 & 1" NPT
J HOLE M 20 X 2.5-6H X 30 DO NOT BREAK THRU
K HOLE ∅ 14.5 X 30 & 3/8" NPT
L HOLE ∅ M8 X 1.25-6H X 20 DP
M HOLE ∅ 11.982/42.00 X 14
P HOLE M20 X 2.5-6H X 32 DP DO NOT BREAK THRU
S HOLE M 12 X 1.75-6H X 20
X HOLE M 12 X 1.75-6H X 25 DP
Set Up Features Description
POCKET 350,0 MM WIDE
H HOLE ∅ 23.5 MM X 20 MM DEEP
R HOLE ∅ 18 MM X 67 MM DEEP
N HOLE ∅ 44 MM & 1 - 1/2" NPT BOTH ENDS
S HOLE M 12 X 1.75-6H X 20
T HOLE M 24 MM X 3.0 MM - 6H X 35 MM DEEP
U HOLE ∅ 44 MM X 30 MM DEEP
RIGHT SIDE REMOVE STOCK
LEFT SIDE REMOVE STOCK
W HOLE ∅ 20 MM
OPERATION 005 
SET UP 1 
OPERATION 005 
SET UP 2 
(REVERSE 
PART 
LOCATING ON 
THE 
CONSTRUCTION 
SURFACES 
AND 
STRAPPING 
THRU BORE)
OPERATION 
0010 SET UP 3 
38 
Part Number: 10352311 
 
 
 
 
Set Up Features Description
BACK FACE REMOVE STOCK
EDGE - 4 REMOVE STOCK
Set Up Description
FACE - FF REMOVE STOCK
FACE - FF REMOVE STOCK
EDGE - 1,3 REMOVE STOCK
A HOLE ∅ 157.0 MM
SLOT - L
POCKET - J 114, 0 MM X 21, 0 MM
SLOT - M 40 DEGREE SLOT
D HOLE ∅ 22 MM & COUNTERBORE ∅ 33 MM X 27 MM DEEP
B HOLE ∅ 22 MM & COUNTERBORE ∅ 33 MM X 29 MM DEEP
E HOLE
∅ 19.05/19.15 MM & COUNTERBORE ∅ 28 MM X 29 MM 
DEEP
V HOLE
M 20 MM X 2.5 MM DEEP - 6H & COUNTERBORE ∅ 33 MM 
X 27 MM DEEP
Q HOLE
∅ 18 MM X 273 MM DEEP & ∅ 23.5 MM X 140 MM DEEP & 
3/4" NPT
Set Up
POCKET - K
H HOLE ∅ 23.5 MM X 20 MM DEEP
R HOLE ∅ 18 MM X 20 MM DEEP
N HOLE ∅ 23.5 MM X 20 MM DEEP
T HOLE M 24 MM X 3.0 MM - 6H X 35 MM DEEP
U HOLE ∅ 44 MM X 30 MM DEEP
EDGE - 2 REMOVE STOCK
Y HOLE
ZA HOLE
OPERATION 
0010
SET UP 3
OPERATION 
005 SET UP 2 
OPERATION 
005 SET UP 1 
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APPENDIX D: NEW PROCESS PROGRAM 
 
MACHINE:             HMC6 
PROGRAMMER:          PIONEER 
PROGRAM#:            C0205 
PART#:               10351978 
REVISION:            C 
OPERATION:           0005 SETUP 1 
PART NAME:           FRONT PLATE 
ROUGH STOCK BLANK:   UNS-G41400 
FIXTURING:           RIGHT ANGLE HEAD 
 
 
 
 
       TOOLING: 
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL 
T323 1.00 FINISH SHREAD MILL 
 
 
       FIXTURE OFFSET G54 
                X, Y:  CENTER OF BORES, CENTERLINE OF PASS 
40 
                Z: +15.875 SURFACE OF FINISHED PART 
 
 
 
       OPERATIONS: (SIMPLIFIED FIXTURE USED FOR SIMULATION ONLY) 
   
        T382 : CONTOUR - FACE MILL PERIMETER - FEATURE DEPTH = 0.16437 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = .059 
         SFM=305 PT/PR=.01 MRR=3.3174 DOC=.05 --CYCLETIME:  10.12 
 
  
        T382 : FACE MILLING - FACE MILL INTERIOR - FEATURE DEPTH = 0.16437 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0.059 
         SFM=305 PT/PR=.01 MRR=6.6348 DOC=.1 --CYCLETIME:  15.87 
 
41 
  
        T382 : POCKET - ROUGH POCKET - DEPTH = 0.590551 - THROUGH = FALSE - ALLOWANCE FLOORS/WALLS = 0.059/0.059 
         SFM=240 PT/PR=.0025 MRR=.6527 DOC=.05 --CYCLETIME:  80.52 
 
  
        T323 : CONTOUR - CONST SURFACE - EDGE 4 - FEATURE DEPTH = 3 - FINISH ALLOWANCE WALLS = 0.05 
         SFM=482 PT/PR=.0012 MRR=2.2092 DOC=.4 --CYCLETIME:  16.67 
 
 
 
    RUNTIME:  02 : 03 : 55 
 
 
    LINECOUNT: 2906 
42 
MACHINE:             HMC6 
PROGRAMMER:          PIONEER 
PROGRAM#:            C0206 
PART#:               10351978 
REVISION:            C 
OPERATION:           0005 SETUP 2 
PART NAME:           FRONT PLATE 
ROUGH STOCK BLANK:   UNS-G41400 
FIXTURING:           RIGHT ANGLE HEAD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       TOOLING: 
FRAME TOOL 
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL 
T241 SPOT DRILL .750 X 90DEG CBD 
T306 22.0MM ALLIED DRILL 
T383 33MM C-BORE K-TOOL 
T177 17.5MM ALLIED DRILL 
T13 M20 X 2,5 METRIC STANDARD TAP 
T384 .750 DRILL ALLIED DRILL 
T139 .750 SOLID CARBIDE END MILL 
T317 23.5MM ALLIED DRILL 
T246 18MM ALLIED DRILL LONG 
T237 14 TPI THREADMILL 
T321 1.00 ROUGHMILL LONG 
T566 1.00 FINISHMILL LONG 
T390 .960 X .390 TSLOT CUTTER 
T238 3.0 ISCAR FEED MILL 
T385 K-TOOL 2.00 INDEXABLE ENDMILL 
T387 1.00 ALLIED DRILL 
T135 1.00 SOLID CARBIDE FINISH EM 4-FL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       FIXTURE OFFSET G54 
43 
                - B0 - 
                 X, Y: CENTERLINE OF BORES, CENTERLINE OF PASS 
                Z: +15.875 SURFACE OF FINISHED PART 
       FIXTURE OFFSET G55 
                - B90 - 
                X, Y: FRONT OF FINISHED PART, CENTERLINE OF PASS 
                Z: SURFACE OF FINISHED RIGHT SIDE 
       FIXTURE OFFSET G57 
                - B270 - 
                X, Y: FRONT OF FINISHED PART, CENTERLINE OF PASS 
                Z: SURFACE OF FINISHED LEFT SIDE 
       FIXTURE OFFSET G505 
                - 40 DEG SLOT - 
                X, Y: CENTERLINE OF BORES, CENTERLINE OF PASS 
                Z: SURFACE OF FINISHED PART 
       FIXTURE OFFSET G506 
                - 30 DEG LEAD - 
                X, Y: CENTERLINE OF BORES, CENTERLINE OF PASS 
                Z: SURFACE OF FINISHED PART 
 
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       OPERATIONS: (SIMPLIFIED FIXTURE USED FOR SIMULATION ONLY) 
 
          T382 : FACE MILLING - FACE - FEATURE DEPTH = 0.215354 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0.039 
         SFM=305 PT/PR=.01 MRR=3.3174 DOC=.05 --CYCLETIME:  50.35 
 
 
 
  
44 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T241 : DRILL1 - D HOLES - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.05 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=335 
PT/PR=.004 MRR=32.16 --CYCLETIME:  1.19 
 
 
 
  
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T306 : DRILL1 - D HOLES -  DRILL 22MM - DEPTH = 2.502 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = TRUE @ SFM=216 
PT/PR=.011 MRR=57.024 --CYCLETIME:  4.06 
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: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T383 : DRILL2 - D HOLES - 33MM C-BORE - DEPTH = 1.0236 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ 
SFM=335 PT/PR=.01 MRR=80.4 --CYCLETIME:  2.63 
 
 
 
  
  
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T241 : DRILL1 - V HOLES - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.05 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=335 
PT/PR=.004 MRR=32.16 --CYCLETIME:  .45 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
46 
 
 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T177 : DRILL1 - V HOLES - DRILL  - DEPTH = 2.502 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = TRUE @ SFM=245 
PT/PR=.011 MRR=64.68 --CYCLETIME:  1.11 
 
 
 
  
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T13 : DRILL3 - V HOLES - TAP M20 X 2.5 - DEPTH = 2.502 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = TRUE @ SFM=79 
PT/PR=.098 MRR=185.808 --CYCLETIME:  1.91 
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: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T383 : DRILL2 - V HOLES - C-BORE 33X27 - DEPTH = 1.063 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ 
SFM=335 PT/PR=.01 MRR=80.4 --CYCLETIME:  .99 
 
 
 
 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T241 : DRILL1 - E HOLES - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.05 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=335 
PT/PR=.004 MRR=32.16 --CYCLETIME:  .34 
 
  
48 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T384 : DRILL1 - E HOLES - DRILL - DEPTH = 2.502 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = TRUE @ SFM=65 
PT/PR=.0041 MRR=6.4234 --CYCLETIME:  4.46 
 
 
 
  T139 : COUNTERBORE HOLE - EM0.750(CAR)(1) 
         SFM=413 PT/PR=.0011 MRR=0. DOC=.1 --CYCLETIME:  3.50 
 
 
  
       
  
49 
  T139 : POCKET - 20MM CUTOUT - DEPTH = 0.590551181102366 - THROUGH = FALSE - ALLOWANCE FLOORS/WALLS = 0/0 
         SFM=397 PT/PR=.0011 MRR=1.0277 DOC=.3 --CYCLETIME:  2.06 
 
 
 
  
        T139 : CONTOUR - PREFINISH 117X210 POCKET - FEATURE DEPTH = 0.125984 - FINISH ALLOWANCE WALLS = 0 
         SFM=293 PT/PR=.0021 MRR=1.4011 DOC=.3 --CYCLETIME:  .79 
 
  
        
  
50 
 T139 : POCKET - 117X210 POCKET - DEPTH = 0.677165354330713 - THROUGH = FALSE - ALLOWANCE FLOORS/WALLS = 0/0 
         SFM=375 PT/PR=.0011 MRR=.9554 DOC=.3 --CYCLETIME:  21.27 
 
 
 
 
        T382 : FACE MILLING - ROUGH LEFT SIDE - FEATURE DEPTH = 0.125984 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0.015 
         SFM=305 PT/PR=.01 MRR=3.3174 DOC=.05 --CYCLETIME:  3.29 
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        T382 : FACE MILLING - FINISH LEFT SIDE - FEATURE DEPTH = 0.125984 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0 
         SFM=305 PT/PR=.005 MRR=4.1794 DOC=.126 --CYCLETIME:  2.07 
 
 
 
  
        T382 : FACE MILLING - ROUGH RIGHT SIDE - FEATURE DEPTH = 0.125984 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0.015 
         SFM=305 PT/PR=.01 MRR=3.3174 DOC=.05 --CYCLETIME:  3.37 
 
 
 
  
  
52 
 
        T382 : FACE MILLING - FINISH RIGHT SIDE - FEATURE DEPTH = 0.125984 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0 
         SFM=305 PT/PR=.005 MRR=4.1794 DOC=.126 --CYCLETIME:  2.07 
 
 
 
 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T241 : DRILL1 - Q HOLE - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.05 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=335 
PT/PR=.004 MRR=32.16 --CYCLETIME:  .23 
 
  
  
  
53 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T317 : DRILL1 - Q HOLE - 23.5MM X 115 - DEPTH = 4.528 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=200 
PT/PR=.011 MRR=52.8 --CYCLETIME:  1.24 
 
 
 
 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T246 : DRILL1 - Q HOLE - 18MM X 225 - DEPTH = 8.858267 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=200 
PT/PR=.011 MRR=52.8 --CYCLETIME:  1.04 
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  T237 : THREAD MILL - 3/4 NPT 
         SFM=240 PT/PR=.0025 MRR=.0874 DOC=.126 --CYCLETIME:  7.43 
 
 
 
        T382 : FACE MILLING - FACE ISLAND - FEATURE DEPTH = 0.05 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0.007874 
         SFM=305 PT/PR=.01 MRR=6.6348 DOC=.1 --CYCLETIME:  5.27 
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 T321 : POCKET - 40 DEG SLOT - ROUGH - DEPTH = 4.5 - THROUGH = FALSE - ALLOWANCE FLOORS/WALLS = 0/0 
         SFM=35 PT/PR=.002 MRR=.0536 DOC=.1 --CYCLETIME:  212.33 
 
 
 
        T566 : POCKET - 40 DEG SLOT - FINISH - DEPTH = 4.5 - THROUGH = FALSE - ALLOWANCE FLOORS/WALLS = 0/0 
         SFM=35 PT/PR=.001 MRR=.0268 DOC=.1 --CYCLETIME:  125.42 
 
 
 
  
       
  
56 
  T390 : CONTOUR - 30 DEG LEAD - FEATURE DEPTH = 0.399423 - FINISH ALLOWANCE WALLS = 0 
         SFM=275 PT/PR=.001 MRR=.0844 DOC=.1 --CYCLETIME:  3.27 
 
 
 
 
        T238 : CONTOUR - A BORE - FEATURE DEPTH = 3 - FINISH ALLOWANCE WALLS = 0 
         SFM=240 PT/PR=.0025 MRR=.5648 DOC=.1 --CYCLETIME:  239.10 
 
 
  
57 
  
        T238 : CONTOUR - A BORE - FEATURE DEPTH = 3 - FINISH ALLOWANCE WALLS = 0 
         SFM=240 PT/PR=.0025 MRR=.5648 DOC=.1 --CYCLETIME:  239.09 
 
 
 
 
        T385 : CONTOUR - CUTOUT LEFT SIDE - FEATURE DEPTH = 2.25 - FINISH ALLOWANCE WALLS = 0 
         SFM=576 PT/PR=.0018 MRR=4. DOC=.5 --CYCLETIME:  4.91 
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        T385 : CONTOUR - CUTOUT RIGHT SIDE - FEATURE DEPTH = 2.8 - FINISH ALLOWANCE WALLS = 0 
         SFM=576 PT/PR=.0018 MRR=4. DOC=.5 --CYCLETIME:  6.28 
 
 
 
 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T241 : DRILL1 - SPOT DRILL SLOT 70X20R PREDRILL - DEPTH = 0.05 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE 
@ SFM=335 PT/PR=.004 MRR=16.08 --CYCLETIME:  .28 
 
  
  
  
59 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T387 : DRILL1 - SLOT 70X20R PREDRILL - DEPTH = 2.851969 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = TRUE @ 
SFM=335 PT/PR=.01 MRR=40.2 --CYCLETIME:  .82 
 
 
 
        T135 : POCKET - SLOT 70X20R UPPER - DEPTH = 2.85196850393701 - THROUGH = TRUE - ALLOWANCE FLOORS/WALLS = 
0/0 
         SFM=482 PT/PR=.0012 MRR=1.7674 DOC=.4 --CYCLETIME:  7.13 
 
  
  
60 
        T135 : POCKET - SLOT 70X20R LOWER - DEPTH = 2.85196850393701 - THROUGH = TRUE - ALLOWANCE FLOORS/WALLS = 
0/0 
         SFM=482 PT/PR=.0012 MRR=1.7674 DOC=.4 --CYCLETIME:  7.23 
 
 
 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T241 : DRILL1 - B HOLES - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.05 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=335 
PT/PR=.004 MRR=8.04 --CYCLETIME:  .50 
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: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T306 : DRILL1 - B HOLES - DRILL 22MM THRU - DEPTH = 2.667 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = TRUE @ 
SFM=216 PT/PR=.011 MRR=14.256 --CYCLETIME:  1.62 
 
  
  
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T383 : DRILL2 - B HOLES - C-BORE 33MM - DEPTH = 1.142 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ 
SFM=335 PT/PR=.01 MRR=20.1 --CYCLETIME:  1.09 
 
  
  
Canned Cycle was ON for at least one operation. 
Canned Cycle should be OFF on all ops for accurate Time calculations. 
 
       RUNTIME:  16 : 43 : 24 
 
 
       LINECOUNT:8030 
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MACHINE:             HMC6 
PROGRAMMER:          PIONEER 
PROGRAM#:            C0207 
PART#:               10351978 
REVISION:            C 
OPERATION:           0010 SETUP 3 
PART NAME:           FRONT PLATE 
ROUGH STOCK BLANK:   UNS-G41400 
FIXTURING:           RIGHT ANGLE HEAD 
 
 
 
 
 
       TOOLING: 
FRAME TOOL 
T382 F90LN D4.00-ISCAR RESIDENT TOOL 
T241 SPOT DRILL .750 X 90DEG CBD 
T165 23.5MM ALLIED DRILL 
T308 18MM ALLIED DRILL 
T388 44.0MM ALLIED DRILL, LONG 
T127 11.5 TPI NPT THREADMILL 
T164 21MM ALLIED DRILL 
T145 M24 X 3.0 TAP 
T389 1.75 INDEXABLE CENTER CUT ENDMILL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       FIXTURE OFFSET G54 
                - B0 - 
                X, Y: CENTERLINE OF PASS, CENTERLINE OF BORES 
                Z: +15.875 SURFACE OF FINISHED PART 
       FIXTURE OFFSET G55 
                - B90 - 
                X, Y: FRONT OF FINISHED PART, CENTERLINE OF BORES 
                Z: SURFACE OF FINISHED RIGHT SIDE 
       FIXTURE OFFSET G57 
                - B270 - 
                X, Y: FRONT OF FINISHED PART, CENTERLINE OF BORES 
                Z: SURFACE OF FINISHED LEFT SIDE 
63 
       OPERATIONS: (SIMPLIFIED FIXTURE USED FOR SIMULATION ONLY) 
        T382 : CONTOUR - FINISH POCKET WALL - FEATURE DEPTH = 0.590551 - FINISH ALLOWANCE WALLS = 0 
         SFM=240 PT/PR=.0025 MRR=1.3053 DOC=.1 --CYCLETIME:  24.64 
 
 
 
 
        T382 : POCKET - FINISH POCKET FLOOR - DEPTH = 0.590551 - THROUGH = FALSE - ALLOWANCE FLOORS/WALLS = 0/0 
         SFM=305 PT/PR=.005 MRR=19.5909 DOC=.5906 --CYCLETIME:  3.90 
 
  
  
64 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T241 : DRILL1 - H HOLES - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.05 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=335 
PT/PR=.006 MRR=48.0242 --CYCLETIME:  .25 
 
 
 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T165 : DRILL1 - H HOLES - DRILL - DEPTH = 0.787 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=200 
PT/PR=.011 MRR=52.8 --CYCLETIME:  .40 
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: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T241 : DRILL1 - R HOLES - SPOTDRILL - DEPTH = 0.05 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=335 
PT/PR=.004 MRR=32.16 --CYCLETIME:  .19 
 
 
 
 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T308 : DRILL1 - R HOLES - DRILL - DEPTH = 0.7874 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=200 
PT/PR=.011 MRR=52.8 --CYCLETIME:  .33 
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: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T241 : DRILL1 - N HOLE - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.1 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=335 
PT/PR=.007 MRR=56.0364 --CYCLETIME:  .20 
 
 
 
 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T388 : DRILL1 - N HOLE - DRILL 44MM - DEPTH = 13.6 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = TRUE @ SFM=77 
PT/PR=.0059 MRR=10.8706 --CYCLETIME:  14.33 
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 T127 : THREAD MILL - 1-1/2 NPT 
         SFM=240 PT/PR=.0025 MRR=1.8449 DOC=.5906 --CYCLETIME:  2.85 
 
 
 
  
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T241 : DRILL1 - N HOLE - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.1 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=335 
PT/PR=.007 MRR=56.0364 --CYCLETIME:  .22 
 
 
  
  
  
68 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T388 : DRILL1 - N HOLE - DRILL 44MM - DEPTH = 13.5 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=77 
PT/PR=.0059 MRR=10.8706 --CYCLETIME:  14.23 
 
 
 
 
        T127 : THREAD MILL - 1-1/2 NPT 
         SFM=240 PT/PR=.0025 MRR=1.8449 DOC=.5906 --CYCLETIME:  2.85 
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: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T241 : DRILL1 - T HOLES - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.1 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=335 
PT/PR=.007 MRR=56.0364 --CYCLETIME:  .42 
 
 
 
 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T164 : DRILL1 - T HOLES - TAP DRILL 21MM - DEPTH = 1.772 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ 
SFM=212 PT/PR=.011 MRR=55.968 --CYCLETIME:  .70 
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: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T145 : DRILL3 - T HOLES - TAP M24 X 3.0 - DEPTH = 1.37795 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ 
SFM=79 PT/PR=.1181 MRR=223.9366 --CYCLETIME:  1.08 
 
 
 
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T241 : DRILL1 - T HOLES - SPOT DRILL - DEPTH = 0.1 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ SFM=335 
PT/PR=.007 MRR=56.0364 --CYCLETIME:  .40 
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: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T164 : DRILL1 - T HOLES - TAP DRILL 21MM - DEPTH = 1.772 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ 
SFM=212 PT/PR=.011 MRR=55.968 --CYCLETIME:  .70 
 
 
  
  
: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T145 : DRILL3 - T HOLES - TAP M24 X 3.0 - DEPTH = 1.37795 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ 
SFM=79 PT/PR=.1181 MRR=223.9366 --CYCLETIME:  1.09 
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: Canned Cycle is ON. 
        T389 : DRILL2 - U HOLES - FLAT BOTTOM DRILL - DEPTH = 1.181 - CANNED CYCLE = TRUE - THROUGH HOLE = FALSE @ 
SFM=240 PT/PR=.01 MRR=57.6 --CYCLETIME:  1.01 
 
  
  
        T382 : FACE MILLING - ROUGH RIGHT EDGE - FEATURE DEPTH = 0.125 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0.015 
         SFM=305 PT/PR=.01 MRR=6.6348 DOC=.1 --CYCLETIME:  2.28 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
73 
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       T382 : FACE MILLING - FINISH RIGHT EDGE - FEATURE DEPTH = 0.125 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0.015 
         SFM=305 PT/PR=.005 MRR=4.1468 DOC=.125 --CYCLETIME:  2.14 
 
  
        T382 : FACE MILLING - ROUGH LEFT EDGE - FEATURE DEPTH = 0.05 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0.015 
         SFM=305 PT/PR=.01 MRR=6.6348 DOC=.1 --CYCLETIME:  1.23 
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 T382 : FACE MILLING - FINISH LEFT EDGE - FEATURE DEPTH = 0.05 - STOCK ALLOWANCE = 0 
         SFM=305 PT/PR=.005 MRR=1.6587 DOC=.05 --CYCLETIME:  2.14 
 
 
 
  
Canned Cycle was ON for at least one operation. 
Canned Cycle should be OFF on all ops for accurate Time calculations. 
 
       RUNTIME:  01 : 58 : 15 
 
 
       LINECOUNT:858 
 
 
  TOTAL RUNTIME: 20 : 45 : 34 
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APPENDIX E: COST ANALYSIS  
 
HMC5 Past Data 
Work 
center Order 
Time 
(hrs) Quantity 
Time Per 
Part Cost  
WW3P 1057848 4.466 2.000 2.233 $232.23 
HH40 1057848 0.000 2.000 0.000 $0.00 
HMC5 1057848 21.684 2.000 10.842 $1,127.57 
HMC5 1057848 10.734 2.000 5.367 $558.17 
WW3P 1057848 2.833 2.000 1.417 $147.32 
A71M 1057848 2.817 2.000 1.409 $146.48 
Q34F 1057848 0.000 2.000 0.000 $0.00 
STOR 1057848 0.000 2.000 0.000 $0.00 
  1057848 42.534 2.000 21.267 $2,211.77 
WW3P 1058449 15.616 4.000 3.904 $406.02 
HH40 1058449 0.000 4.000 0.000 $0.00 
HH6S 1058449 79.432 4.000 19.858 $2,065.23 
HH6S 1058449 22.949 4.000 5.737 $596.67 
WW3P 1058449 0.733 4.000 0.183 $19.06 
A71M 1058449 12.433 4.000 3.108 $323.26 
Q34F 1058449 0.000 4.000 0.000 $0.00 
STOR 1058449 0.000 4.000 0.000 $0.00 
  1058449 131.163 4.000 32.791 $3,410.24 
WW3P 1060470 26.817 4.000 6.704 $697.24 
HH40 1060470 29.500 4.000 7.375 $767.00 
HMC5 1060470 60.533 4.000 15.133 $1,573.86 
HMC5 1060470 27.134 4.000 6.784 $705.48 
WW3P 1060470 7.933 4.000 1.983 $206.26 
A71M 1060470 6.950 4.000 1.738 $180.70 
Q34F 1060470 0.000 4.000 0.000 $0.00 
STOR 1060470 0.000 4.000 0.000 $0.00 
  1060470 158.867 4.000 39.717 $4,130.54 
WW3P 1061952 21.367 4.000 5.342 $555.54 
HH40 1061952 7.433 4.000 1.858 $193.26 
HMC5 1061952 55.133 4.000 13.783 $1,433.46 
HMC5 1061952 10.983 4.000 2.746 $285.56 
WW3P 1061952 12.867 4.000 3.217 $334.54 
A71M 1061952 3.700 4.000 0.925 $96.20 
Q34F 1061952 0.000 4.000 0.000 $0.00 
STOR 1061952 0.000 4.000 0.000 $0.00 
  1061952 111.483 4.000 27.871 $2,898.56 
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WW3P 1067876 3.984 1.000 3.984 $414.34 
HH40 1067876 4.517 1.000 4.517 $469.77 
HMC5 1067876 14.000 1.000 14.000 $1,456.00 
HMC5 1067876 8.017 1.000 8.017 $833.77 
WW3P 1067876 4.867 1.000 4.867 $506.17 
A71M 1067876 1.750 1.000 1.750 $182.00 
Q34F 1067876 0.000 1.000 0.000 $0.00 
STOR 1067876 0.000 1.000 0.000 $0.00 
  1067876 37.135 1.000 37.135 $3,862.04 
WW3P 1070098 7.183 4.000 1.796 $186.76 
HH40 1070098 11.367 4.000 2.842 $295.54 
HMC5 1070098 31.867 4.000 7.967 $828.54 
HMC5 1070098 23.717 4.000 5.929 $616.64 
WW3P 1070098 11.666 4.000 2.917 $303.32 
A71M 1070098 7.334 4.000 1.834 $190.68 
Q34F 1070098 0.000 4.000 0.000 $0.00 
STOR 1070098 0.000 4.000 0.000 $0.00 
  1070098 93.134 4.000 23.284 $2,421.48 
WW3P 1072320 5.850 1.000 5.850 $608.40 
HH40 1072320 2.850 1.000 2.850 $296.40 
HMC5 1072320 16.134 1.000 16.134 $1,677.94 
HMC5 1072320 6.017 1.000 6.017 $625.77 
WW3P 1072320 1.383 1.000 1.383 $143.83 
A71M 1072320 1.966 1.000 1.966 $204.46 
Q34F 1072320 0.000 1.000 0.000 $0.00 
STOR 1072320 0.000 1.000 0.000 $0.00 
  1072320 34.200 1.000 34.200 $3,556.80 
WW3P 1073315 19.316 4.000 4.829 $502.22 
HH40 1073315 24.000 4.000 6.000 $624.00 
HMC5 1073315 62.334 4.000 15.584 $1,620.68 
HMC5 1073315 22.933 4.000 5.733 $596.26 
WW3P 1073315 6.550 4.000 1.638 $170.30 
A71M 1073315 8.000 4.000 2.000 $208.00 
Q34F 1073315 0.000 4.000 0.000 $0.00 
STOR 1073315 0.000 4.000 0.000 $0.00 
  1073315 143.133 4.000 35.783 $3,721.46 
WW3P 1075919 4.417 2.000 2.209 $229.68 
HH40 1075919 4.283 2.000 2.142 $222.72 
HMC5 1075919 14.750 2.000 7.375 $767.00 
HMC5 1075919 6.817 2.000 3.409 $354.48 
WW3P 1075919 1.533 2.000 0.767 $79.72 
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A71M 1075919 1.733 2.000 0.867 $90.12 
Q34F 1075919 0.000 2.000 0.000 $0.00 
STOR 1075919 0.000 2.000 0.000 $0.00 
  1075919 33.533 2.000 16.767 $1,743.72 
 
HMC6 Past Data 
Work 
center Order Time (hrs) Quantity 
Time per 
Part Cost  
WW3P 1059845 5.917 1.000 5.917 $615.37 
HH40 1059845 0.000 1.000 0.000 $0.00 
HH6S 1059845 13.566 1.000 13.566 $1,410.86 
HH6S 1059845 4.850 1.000 4.850 $504.40 
WW3P 1059845 2.283 1.000 2.283 $237.43 
A71M 1059845 4.183 1.000 4.183 $435.03 
Q34F 1059845 0.000 1.000 0.000 $0.00 
STOR 1059845 0.000 1.000 0.000 $0.00 
  1059845 30.799 1.000 30.799 $3,203.10 
WW3P 1059977 22.034 4.000 5.509 $572.88 
HH40 1059977 0.000 4.000 0.000 $0.00 
HH6S 1059977 42.817 4.000 10.704 $1,113.24 
HH6S 1059977 39.733 4.000 9.933 $1,033.06 
WW3P 1059977 7.334 4.000 1.834 $190.68 
A71M 1059977 7.084 4.000 1.771 $184.18 
Q34F 1059977 0.000 4.000 0.000 $0.00 
STOR 1059977 0.000 4.000 0.000 $0.00 
  1059977 119.002 4.000 29.751 $3,094.05 
4000 1073634 0.000 11.000 0.000 $0.00 
Q34F 1073634 0.000 11.000 0.000 $0.00 
STOR 1073634 0.000 11.000 0.000 $0.00 
WW3P 1074600 11.167 2.000 5.584 $580.68 
HH40 1074600 7.001 2.000 3.501 $364.05 
HH6S 1074600 23.500 2.000 11.750 $1,222.00 
HH6S 1074600 20.716 2.000 10.358 $1,077.23 
WW3P 1074600 3.767 2.000 1.884 $195.88 
A71M 1074600 3.933 2.000 1.967 $204.52 
Q34F 1074600 0.000 2.000 0.000 $0.00 
STOR 1074600 0.000 2.000 0.000 $0.00 
  1074600 70.084 2.000 35.042 $3,644.37 
WW3P 1075232 24.718 5.000 4.944 $514.13 
HH40 1075232 19.216 5.000 3.843 $399.69 
HH6S 1075232 61.834 5.000 12.367 $1,286.15 
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HH6S 1075232 30.049 5.000 6.010 $625.02 
WW3P 1075232 10.883 5.000 2.177 $226.37 
A71M 1075232 11.284 5.000 2.257 $234.71 
Q34F 1075232 0.000 5.000 0.000 $0.00 
STOR 1075232 0.000 5.000 0.000 $0.00 
  1075232 157.984 5.000 31.597 $3,286.07 
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APPENDIX F: COST COMPARISON 
Initial Cost Data:     
       
Op.  
# 
Using HH6S Using HMC5 
  
Avg. 
Time  
Avg. Cost    
Avg. 
Time  
Avg. 
Cost  
5 WW3P 4.094 $425.83 WW3P 5.488 $570.77 
10 HH40 3.065 $318.74 HH40 1.836 $190.94 
20 HH6S 13.408 $1,394.48 HMC5 12.097 $1,258.06 
25 HH6S 5.527 $574.76 HMC5 7.788 $809.93 
50 WW3P 2.041 $212.28 WW3P 2.044 $212.59 
 Total 28.135 $585.22 Total 29.253 $608.46 
       
Assumptions:      
It costs $104 to operate any machine for an hour. This includes employee 
costs.  
 
Cost Comparison   
          
  
Initial 
Time  
Improved 
Time 
Time 
Difference 
Cost 
Difference 
Total 28.135 14.77 13.37 $1,390.00 
          
 
*New Program was done for the HHS6 
 
Total Costs   Total Savings 
Cost of Programming $4,000.00   Savings per 
Part 
Number of 
Parts Per 
Month 
Savings 
per Month 
Savings 
per 
Quarter Cost of New Tools $1,500.00   
Total Costs $5,500.00   $1,390 7 $9,730 $29,190 
              
              
              
Savings per Quarter (P) $29,190           
Interest Rate (i) 10%           
Number of Quarters (n) 8           
 
A = P (A/P, i, n) 
  = $29,190 (A/P, 10%, 8) = $29,190 (5.3349) = $155,725 
$155,725- $5,500 initial investment = $150,225 
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APPENDIX G: TOOL LIFE CALCULATIONS USING TAYLOR’S TOOL LIFE 
EQUATION 
 
 33mm C Bore K Tool in current process 
 
𝑛 = 0.25 
𝐶 = 1500 
𝑣 𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝐹𝑀 = 335 𝑓𝑡/𝑚𝑖𝑛 
 
0.25 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑇 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔1500 − 𝑙𝑜𝑔335 
0.25 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑇 = 0.651046452 
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑇 = 2.604185808 
𝑇 = 102.604185808 
𝑇 = 401.96 min 𝑜𝑟 402 𝑚𝑖𝑛 
 
 33mm C Bore Tool combined with Drill: 
 
𝑛 = 0.25 
𝐶 = 1500 
𝑣 𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝐹𝑀 = 335 𝑓𝑡/𝑚𝑖𝑛 
 
0.25 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑇 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔1500 − 𝑙𝑜𝑔216 
0.25 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑇 = 0.841637507 
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑇 = 3.366550032 
𝑇 = 103.366550032 
𝑇 = 2325.68 min 𝑜𝑟 2326 𝑚𝑖𝑛 
 
